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Freed humpback highlights success of whale entanglement measures 
 
Western Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC) chief executive John Harrison 
has applauded Parks and Wildlife officers’ successful efforts to free a whale that 
became entangled by fishing gear off WA’s coast last week. 
 
Mr Harrison said WAFIC was part of a whale entanglement taskforce and worked 
closely with State Government agencies to address the problems posed by the 
growing population of whales migrating along WA’s coast. 
 
In line with taskforce recommendations and regulatory conditions, commercial fishers 
have already taken proactive measures to modify gear, change fishing practices and 
develop procedures notifying and dealing with entanglements. 
 
“The fact that this whale was successfully freed by Parks and Wildlife officers 
demonstrates the effectiveness of some of the policies and practices that the 
commercial fishing industry has helped put in place,” Mr Harrison said. 
 
“There is a growing population of whales migrating along WA’s coast and a 
corresponding increase in the number of interactions with fishing gear in recent 
years. 
 
“The commercial fishing sector recognizes this and has worked collaboratively with 
various agencies to address the various issues involved.” 
 
While details remained sketchy about the most recent whale entanglement, Mr 
Harrison said it was understood that the fishing gear involved was from a deep-sea 
crustacean fishing operation off the coast of Denham. 
 
“This is the first incident we know of where deep sea crab-fishing gear has entangled 
a whale in WA waters,” he said. “Usually such operations are out of the path of 
whales and the gear is designed so as not to pose a hazard.” 
 
Mr Harrison said WAFIC and individual fishers would continue to work closely with 
government agencies to determine how the latest entanglement occurred and to take 
any appropriate preventative measures. 
 
Media contact:   John Duffy  0417 932 985 
       Email: cpo@wafic.org.au 
 
John Harrison available for phone interview on request. 


